In the acquisition block of a real time receiver for satellite communication, bit transition due to the navigation message may cause a correlation peak splitting, which will probably lead to a wrong estimation of Doppler shift and code phase delay. In this paper, the impact of bit transition on the acquisition is analyzed and a scheme named modified time parallel acquisition (MTPA) with the discrete Fourier transform (DFT) operation applied to, is proposed to solve the problem. The simulation results and performance curves show that the MTPA scheme is promising.
Introduction
In a GNSS receiver, the acquisition block gets a rough estimation of the Doppler shift and code delay of satellites in view. A conventional GNSS receiver usually takes a serial acquisition scheme. However, with the performance close to a real-time acquisition, parallel schemes based on fast Fourier Transform (FFT) become popular [1] .
In the time domain parallel acquisition, a bit transition to the navigation message may cause a loss of correlation peak, leading to a wrong estimation. An algorithm named block accumulating semi-coherent integration of correlations (BASIC) is proposed to solve this problem [2] . In [3] , all the possible transition places with secondary code constraints are detected based on the FFT sign search. Based on the fact that the total useful signal energy remains unchanged in the presence of the bit transition, the problem can be solved from an energy view [4] . Based on the fact that the total useful signal energy remains unchanged in the presence of the bit transition, the problem can be solved from an energy view [5] .
In this paper, the bit transition problem in time parallel acquisition scheme of GNSS signals is focused on. The problem is analyzed and a modified time parallel acquisition (MTPA) scheme is proposed in order to solve the transition problem and make a fast acquisition at the same time. The simulation results and performance analyses of the MTPA scheme are also presented.
Signal Model

Suppose the IF (intermediate frequency)
signal of a single satellite is modeled as 
wn are two Gaussian noise terms with variance:
Bit Transition Problem Analysis
Suppose that the number of the input signal to be integrated is N, the local signal is modeled as
where,  is the estimate of the code delay and ˆd f is the estimate of the Doppler shift. 
Bit Transition Problem
In case of bit transition, () s d nT becomes a two-pulse signal, as shown in Fig. 1 , where N  is the delay expressed in the discrete time notations and N is one satellite period discretely. When 
MTPA Scheme
In order to solve the bit transition problem, define two signals as 
Performance Analysis
In this section the performance of the MTPA scheme is presented. The acquisition of Galileo E1 band signals is performed for example. Fig. 4 shows the ROC (region of convergence) curves with the MTPA scheme. And Fig. 5 shows the detection performance in the examined C/N 0 ranges of different false alarm probability P fa . The code delay is always τ=2ms and the Doppler shift is f d =4KHz.
The presence of the bit transition in the signal is random.
The results show that the MTPA scheme does not cause a degradation of acquisition performance and solves the bit transition problem at the same time. 
Conclusions
From the results shown in the previous sections, it appears that the acquisition methods collide with the problem of the bit transition. The MTPA scheme is proposed to perform a fast acquisition and solve the bit transition problem at the same time. Theoretical considerations and simulation results show that the proposed method is promising.
